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A Conversation with

Shredded photocopies of children’s kimonos (back room),
Tanzaku calligraphy (middle
room), and wills (front room),
12 x 180 x 180 cm. each.
Installation at Chihan-an historic house, Izu, Japan.
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SILENT PULSE—in, 2014.

BY ROBERT PREECE

SILENT POINT, 2014. Shredded Japanese, Chinese, and French dictionaries,
lime, and iron, 45 x 860 x 860 cm.

Robert Preece: What strikes me first with many of your works
is the form and color, and then there is the revelation of different
languages—your native French, Japanese, and other languages—
deconstructed, and reconstructed. Order and aesthetics are key,
but within this controlled visual order, are you depicting chaos
and a desire for integration?
Cécile Andrieu: It is true that aesthetics—form, color, texture—
language, and deconstruction/construction have been key elements in my work since the beginning of my career. And I will
continue to emphasize them. First, I think that people today
no longer know how to look at things with their own eyes and
hearts, and therefore they can no longer necessarily distinguish
beauty from ugliness. Art is a unique place to learn again how to
really see and discover beauty. Second, after testing various
forms and themes, I came naturally and quickly to focus on
words, because words are the core of human existence and art
is an ideal place to highlight and enhance what is essential to
humanity. For me, there are serious choices: either to continue
to deconstruct with the risk of destroying mankind or to reconstruct. Reconstruction depends greatly on the degree of awareness about the importance of words in our lives. By words, I don’t
mean any particular language, but the use of words in general.
RP: After being in Japan for so long, you seem to have adopted
the art of indirectness, but your work is, at times political.
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CA: I have never thought that my work might seem politically
engaged. Well, it is true that in SILENT POINT (2014), in which
I mixed shredded Chinese and Japanese dictionaries (French was
there as a neutral element) with lime to blend harmoniously in
a pristine white expanse, I attempted to create a place to reconsider true communication that derives from words—and beyond
words. But it was not just my concept: it was the main goal of a
collaborative art project between China and Japan. However,
creating this work in such circumstances was especially stimulating
for me. I also mention SILENT POINT because what French
philosopher Nicole-Nikol Abécassis wrote about it touches your
current question as well as the previous one and made me think
deeply about my own artistic engagement.
RP: I lived in Japan for just one year, when I worked with you at
the Parsons School of Design affiliate in Kanazawa, and the visual
and cultural impact of being there was very intense; you’ve been
there for 33 years. To what extent has your work been shaped
by this experience?
CA: I have definitely been influenced by living in Japan. It is said that
European culture is the culture of words, and Japanese culture
is the culture of silence. When you stand in Shibuya Station, one
of the most crowded places in Tokyo, you don’t feel silence, but if you
visit temples and stone gardens or stand in a dojo practicing kyudo
(Japanese archery)—as I did for many years—you will feel it.
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TATSUNORI FUJII

Cécile Andrieu seduces viewers with forms influenced by three decades spent living
and working in Japan. Using shredded dictionaries to give a material emphasis to
different languages, her work comments on the state of global affairs, frictions between East and West, and
inter-Asian relations. She places viewers within the inner sphere of conflict, disguised by harmonious form, usually without detailing a specific narrative. If you know Japan, that’s Japanese indirectness while making a point.
In fact, Andrieu has become a “French-Japanese” artist, delving into uncomfortable issues of immigration,
integration, and acceptance to a degree almost mystifying for Western viewers.

Above: SILENT STONES, 2013. Fiberglass and
shredded dictionaries, 20.5 x 61 x 61 cm. each.
Left: LATENT ENERGY I, 2014. Shredded French
dictionary, glass, wood, paint, and stainless steel,
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18.2 x 72 x 72 cm.

This experience of silence was decisive for me. When I arrived in Japan, I did not speak
Japanese at all and was extremely sensitive not just to words, but also to the importance
of silence in conversation, in establishing harmonious relations between people. Then,
of course, I was greatly impressed by how the quality of materials is highlighted in traditional architecture, crafts, and gardens. Respect for and the enjoyment of natural beauty
and the taste of things are key parts of Japanese life.
RP: This leads to your installation of tatami mats in SILENT PULSE—in (2014). I romanticize them now as very beautiful, but I never really enjoyed them as household flooring.
In your work, you replaced the mats in a historic house.
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CA: Yes, I did. The installation occupied
the three main rooms of a traditional Edoperiod country house. It was made from
children’s kimono pieces, tanzakus (calligraphy on narrow and durable pieces of
paper), and wills. All of them were stored
in the house. They were photocopied, then
shredded, before being arranged and displayed in the middle of each room replacing
the tatami mats. Just as we turn the soil
over in order to enrich it, the idea was to
revive the vitality of the past and give
the house a new impetus by exhuming
and turning over all of these vestiges
reduced to the status of mere traces.
RP: In SILENT STONES (2013), at first the
forms look like aesthetic stones, but they
are fiberglass-supported conglomerations
of shredded dictionaries—French, other
European, and Asian languages.
CA: This work was inspired by Go stones.
I decided to use shredded French dictionaries outside and other European and Asian
languages inside. This was to show that
even though we mainly come from one
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Above: IN-OUT, 2014. Printed paper, approx. 268 x
408 x 1400 cm. View of installation at the former
Toyokawa Credit Union, Inari branch, Toyokawa,
Japan. Left: BASIS, 2005. Mixed media, 70 x 800 x

language—French, in my case—we are always more or less consciously influenced by other
languages and by our experience with other cultures. Then, I used a fiberglass shell to create a strong shape to support the thick crust of shredded French dictionaries on the surface
and the bits of other dictionaries “floating” inside. It also refers to the skin of the body. It
is well known that without air we cannot live and that we also breathe through the pores of
our skin. For me, words are like air: they penetrate us as deeply as air, whether we realize
that or not.
RP: LATENT ENERGY I (2014) freaks me out. It makes me think of the stereotypical Japanese
salaryman fitting into an ordered slot. This time, you used only a French dictionary, but in
more distanced terms. The work refers to the assembly of fuel rods in nuclear reactors. Is there
a deliberate commentary on the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, or is it just a coincidence?
CA: I find your interpretation quite funny. It is not a direct commentary on Fukushima;
it also isn’t a simple “coincidence.” Even when the government says that nuclear plants
are secure, we know that they are not, especially when we get used to them and forget the
risks. We can easily lose control over this powerful energy and kill ourselves. This is what
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the accident has demonstrated. For me,
words are very similar. They conceal an
immense power whose effects, which we
have trouble controlling, can be beneficial
(or evil) and demand use with extreme
caution. What also attracted me is the
incredible beauty of fuel rods in the hearts
of nuclear reactors—dangerous beauty.
RP: IN-OUT (2014) draws a parallel between
blood and money through the colors of
blood and their relation to Japanese bank
deposit and withdrawal forms. Are you
depicting blood and money in a specific
Japanese or a more generalized context?
CA: I am referring to a more generalized context. The work was installed in a storeroom
in an old bank. I focused on deposit and withdrawal vouchers because they symbolize
the lifestyle of people today in most developed countries. I enlarged “deposit” and
“withdrawal” on a computer, printed copies
and stuck them on the wall, ceiling, and
floor to create an environment that stressed
visitors and invited them to reconsider
their lifestyle. Color was an important component of the installation. Red is the color
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800 cm.

PLAY OF STRATA, 2014. Fabric, dimensions variable.

of authentic deposit vouchers; withdrawal vouchers are
blue. Red and blue are also the standard colors for representing blood circulation. I think that blood and money
are equally vital for human beings. I also think that
there’s a similarity between money circulation in a bank,
as well as in our lives, and blood circulation. To emphasize the connection, I intensified the colors, transforming the whole room into a large “heart” to go through.
RP: BASIS (2005) was one of three installations in your
show at the Kanazawa Citizen’s Art Center. Do you consider this show key to the development of your work?
CA: That show also included an installation using shredded
dictionaries for the first time. There are no actual
words or bits of words in BASIS. There are only rows
of 10 squares molded on the top of low concrete
walls, reminiscent of the squares used in traditional Japanese writing paper. However, it was the first time
that I attempted to emphasize visually the centrality
of words in our lives and to give viewers the opportunity to experience this physically within the space.
RP: Could you tell me about PLAY OF STRATA (2014)?
CA: This work aimed to establish a harmonious relationship between the old garden in the foreground and the
SURGERE Sol, 2016. Wood and lacquer, 5 elements: 8 x 80

recently constructed buildings in the background, and to generate a new poetic or
musical atmosphere. The gold color was chosen to resonate with the leaves of
the surrounding maples and other fall colors, but also for its ability to dematerialize and immortalize whatever it covers, giving the place a spiritual dimension.
RP: While looking through your Web site, I was struck by how well many of your
works photograph.
CA: Making a selection is always challenging, especially with installations that
need to be physically experienced. It is also challenging because it forces you,
the artist, to look at your work from a different angle, with a certain distance.
Then while describing works or answering questions, you discover positive as
well as negative aspects that you have never considered. I consider it a great
opportunity to go further.

x 80 cm.; 16 x 70 x 70 cm.; 24 x 60 x 60 cm.; 32 x 50 x 50 cm.;

Robert Preece is a Contributing Editor for Sculpture.
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and 40 x 40 x 40 cm.
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